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Aluminium coordination in tektites: A XANES study
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ABSTRACT
Al K-edge XANES spectra were recorded for six tektites to obtain information on the local
structure around Al. Albite, grossular, and andalusite were used as reference materials for Al in
fourfold, sixfold, and five+sixfold coordination, respectively. The spectra of the tektites are very
similar, except for the intensity of the main absorption edge. Comparison of the spectral features of
the tektite glasses with those of the reference materials indicates that Al is tetrahedrally coordinated.

INTRODUCTION

SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Tektites are naturally occurring glasses which are found
scattered over wide areas called strewn fields. The early debate on their origin (see Taylor 1973; O’Keefe 1976, and references herein) and the desire to understand their formation
stimulated research on various aspects including isotope
geochemistry, thermochemical properties, water content, Fe
oxidation state, and surface sculpturing. Unfortunately, with
few exceptions (e.g., in the Muong Nong type), tektites are
virtually crystal-free so that it is not possible to reconstruct
their temperature-pressure (T-P) history directly from phase
stability considerations as could be done for some suevites (see
Stöffler 1974; Engelhardt 1997). However, glass structural properties, such as coordination number of its constituting elements,
depend on their composition and P-T history (see Stebbins and
McMillan; Paris et al. 1994; Mysen and Neuville 1995; Yarger
et al. 1995). Pressure tends to increase the mean coordination
number of the cations present which, in turn, directly affects
glass properties such as density and viscosity. Thus, the knowledge of the glass structure of tektites could help to constrain
the P-T conditions of formation.
Only few studies exist on the structural properties of tektite
glasses: Fe coordination by Mössbauer spectroscopy
(Korotayeva et al. 1985; Rossano et al. 1999), and the Ti local
structure by XANES (Farges and Brown 1997). Although Si
and Al are the major constituent of tektites, their structural role
has not been studied yet. XAS is an element selective method
which allows study of the local structure of the investigated
element even at very low concentrations and regardless of the
physical state and composition of the matrix (Brown et al. 1988;
Henderson et al. 1991), and is thus suitable to examine glass
structure.

The six tektites (Table 1) come from different localities,
and belong to three different strewn fields. All samples were
previously examined by optical microscopy and SEM to verify
the absence of crystals and to select a homogeneous portion
for XAS measurement. Chemical compositions (Table 2) were
obtained using a JEOL JXA 8600 electron microprobe operating at 15.0 kV and 10.0 nA. A 20 µm defocused beam was used
to prevent damage of the sample surface. Data were corrected
using the Bence and Albee algorithm (1968).
XANES spectra were collected at the beamline SB03-3 of
the SPEAR storage ring (SSRL, Stanford, U.S.A.) operating at
3 GeV with ring current ranging from 65 to 90 mA. Radiation
was monochromatized by two YB66 (400) crystals (2d = 5.88 Å),
and higher order harmonics were rejected by slightly detuning
the second crystal. Spectra were recorded in step-scan mode
measuring the incident beam intensity and the total electron
yield with two channeltrons. Scans ranged from 1540 to 1640
eV with 0.5 eV step and 3 s counting time; the resolution of
YB66 at 1550 eV is 0.46 eV (M. Rowen, private communication). Samples were prepared as homogeneous layers on a flat
sample-holder by allowing a few milligrams of finely ground
powder to settle gently in acetone. Experimental spectra were
corrected by background subtraction with a polynomial function and then normalised on the high energy side. Energy was
calibrated against a standard of Al metal. The threshold energy
was taken as the first maximum of the first derivative of the
spectrum, peak positions were obtained by the second derivative method, whereas their intensity and full width at half maximum (FWHM) were obtained by fitting the experimental
spectra with three gaussians and an arctangent function.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The spectra of the reference minerals (Fig. 1) reveal noticeable differences: albite, has a single, narrow, intense peak (feature A), whereas grossular has an intense double peak (A and
B); also there is an appreciable shift of about 2 eV in the Al
energy position of the absorption edge, taken as the first in-
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